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Introduction
• Distances travelled during basic military physical training (PT), be it 
walking, marching or running, are often the focus of injury 
mitigation strategies. 
• PT programs can be scrutinised and large efforts spent on their 
development and implementation.
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• However, these programs and distances are often not considered in relation 
to the entire recruit training program. 
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• Program Induced Cumulative Overload (PICO)
• This is an unseen overload caused by the nature of the overarching training 
program
• Includes additional kms/mi’s covered marching around the area
• Other physical activities (drill, weapons training, MUC)
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Introduction
Day Time Activity 
62 AM Final Fitness Assessment (2p) 
63  PM In Lines Training 
64 AM  Rope Climbing (1p) 
PM Weapons (DOWR/Different Positions) (2p) 
65 AM 15 Km Endurance March (4p) 
PM In Lines Training 
66 AM Obstacle Course (2p) 
PM Drill (Slow to Quick time) (2p) 
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Aim
To quantify distances walked, marched, and run by recruits across an entire Army 
recruit training program and to then establish the contribution of PT to these totals.
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Methods
• Capture the entire basic training program
• Initially conduct a desktop analysis. 
• Daily course programs, 
• PT programs, 
• military training manuals, and instructions,
• and subject matter experts 
• Account for all time and then distances traversed per day and each 
week. 
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Research Methods – Desktop Analyses
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Methods
• Data triangulation
• Observation of selected training days of the 
courses complemented the desktop analysis 
• GPS
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Results
463,163 km, 
100%
406,570 km, 
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Results
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16,933 km, 
30%
22,500 km, 
40%
17,100 km, 
30%
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Results
• From previous research we have found that PT can constituted 
between 0% to 25% of the weekly distance travelled. 
• Low days can consist of field phases which would still include load carriage 
and physical work
• High days generally consisted of long pack marches as part of graduation 
requirements or initiation styled events
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Discussion
• The average distances per day in one  
evaluation was around 5,800 m/day 
(Orr & Moorby, 2006)
• These distances were below those 
captured using GPS over a 5-day 
period of 7,500 m/day (Orr & Moorby, 2006)
• Much lower than that reported in other 
studies  of around 10,100 to 12,600 m 
per day (Knapik, et al., 2011)
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Conclusion
• While PT does impart a notable amount of distance and lower limb 
loading during recruit training, other activities, like marching to and 
from lessons, walking around the area and to the mess, military drill 
on the drill square and field training and exercises can contribute 
around 90% of the distances moved on foot. 
• These incidental distances can be lower than those observed and 
reported using a desktop analysis which are likely to be conservative.
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Operational Relevance
• If distances traversed on foot are to be reduced to mitigate the 
potential for lower limb injury, distances covered outside of PT 
must be considered and reduced.
• Alternatively means to incorporate informal distances into PT 
should be considered.
• Alternatively planning of transitions around the base might 
likewise reduce overall loads
21
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